
AN OPEN LETTER FROM
THE BOXY BOSS

We want to share with you, our loyal supporters, an exciting (yet
scary) time Boxy has been going through. We hope this resonates

with you and sparks conversation. Please read...
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Two weeks ago Boxy LLC and I filed a federal trademark lawsuit against a large
corporation that stole my name, my likeness, and my concept and turned it into a doll.
The company, Jay at Play, and its corporate officers Joseph A. Sutton and Alan J.
Sutton, appear to have a history of knocking off the business ideas and brand names
created by female-founded businesses.

 
Jay at Play’s parent company, Jay Franco & Sons is a global conglomerate that imports
and distributes bedding, bath, beach, and kitchen accessories through popular retailers
and online retailers.
 
While 2015 was the public debut of Boxy Girl with the 4-stack Boxy Girl organizer, I
conceived the idea in 2010, inspired to create solutions to improve daily routines for
busy women juggling many roles. I started acquiring intellectual property and I sought
trademarks for Boxy Girl in 2011. As a female entrepreneur navigating male-
dominated territory, protecting my ideas, my brand, and my business identity has
always been at the forefront of my business decisions.
 
Because of amazing customers like you, Boxy Girl evolved into the lifestyle brand I had
always envisioned. After years of being a stay-at-home mom, I was fulfilling my dream
of creating and selling thoughtfully curated products. But my world was shattered two
years ago when Jay at Play launched a line of dolls called “Boxy Girls.’’ Years of hard
work building a brand, a digital footprint, and a reputation of which I’m extremely
proud, had suddenly disappeared. In what felt like an instant, the original Boxy Girl
was buried and replaced online with unnaturally thin dolls that encourage young girls
to be, and to become, vapid, mindless consumers—a concept that is completely
antithetical to me and my business.
 
Jay at Play has immense resources and market power and has essentially drowned out
the original Boxy Girl in internet search. They even went so far as to name a doll after
me after I first confronted them, intentionally causing more consumer confusion and
making it even more difficult for consumers to find Boxy Girl online. The original
Boxy Girl is not a doll to be played with, nor am I.

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/boxy-girl-sues-toy-importer-for-stealing-name-identity-301070945.html
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/josh-glancy-what-do-the-shopaholic-boxy-girls-dolls-say-about-the-values-we-re-teaching-our-kids-6pjdqx77f


Jay at Play and the Suttons’ have profited off of my brand handsomely. In an
interview with Vox in 2018, Joe Sutton stated, “Boxy Girls will be our frontrunner as
far as creating interesting revenue for 2018 and on. … We’re looking to build the
brand tenfold.” Indeed, they have expanded the Boxy Girls brand to include home
goods, towels, bedding and apparel so that consumers searching for Boxy’s products
are instead finding Jay Franco & Sons’ products.
 
At Boxy Girl, we run a quality business with integrity and treat our customers like
family. Since the doll launch, we are often contacted by unhappy consumers who have
mistaken us for the company responsible for their poor product and/or customer
service experiences. Members of our Boxy Girl community have assumed we created
the dolls. It’s incredibly painful to be associated with a product that exemplifies
consumerism and objectified beauty as the highest goals to which young girls should
aspire. This injury to Boxy’s reputation was something I never could have predicted.
 
This has been the hardest two years of my life, I have poured my heart and soul into
creating a well-respected, thoughtful, innovative company and brand. I have made
many sacrifices to realize my dream and create the Boxy and Boxy Girl brands.
Fighting to reclaim our name and identity has taken an immense toll on me, my staff
and my business. Many times I’ve been so scared and overwhelmed that I wanted to
give up and retreat. Jay at Play is bigger, they have done this before and they have
massive resources to tie me up in the court system and potentially bankrupt my
company. Being a small company, we at Boxy have been forced to spend our limited
time and resources working to protect our brand instead of dedicating that time and
resources to growing and building our business.
 
I won’t roll over and accept this. We collectively cannot accept this, not for women, not
for minorities and not for small businesses. 
 
My decision to file this lawsuit isn’t just about protecting my company. It’s about
taking a stand for equality in corporate America and not allowing companies with
more money or power to marginalize small businesses. We should have the same
equitable access to expedient remedies in the judicial system as the big companies. 
When the rules of engagement aren’t fair, there is no American Dream. 
 
After two years of despair and feeling like my voice and ideas don’t matter, now I
feel strong. The Boxy Brand was created to empower women and my hope is that in
sharing this ordeal, other women can learn from this painful experience and protect
their ideas and intellectual property.
 
This has only reaffirmed our belief at Boxy—women in business is good business. We
are really excited about our 50/50 Campaign to fight for gender parity in the
workplace. Boxy is committed to promoting the understanding that everyone benefits
when female founders are at the forefront of innovation and product development, and
when women are in business and leadership roles, especially at companies that make
and sell products for women and young girls. We look forward to working with
women and men to spread awareness about misogyny and sexism and how they affect
gender inequality in the boardroom, workplace and politics.

https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/10/12/17967834/boxy-girls-amazon-unboxing-toy-trend-holiday-2018
https://www.bbb.org/us/ny/new-york/profile/toys/jay-at-play-international-0121-142557


I have so much love and gratitude for our customers, partners, and our community.
Your continued support has given me the strength to save Boxy. We cannot wait to put
this behind us and focus on what matters, creating products and promoting values that
empower all women and men to live authentic, intentional lives. If our battle resonates
with you, please follow us on social media as we fight to save Boxy and also begin to
unveil our 50/50 Campaign. And if you have suffered a similar experience of being
marginalized in the marketplace, please don’t hesitate to reach out—we want to hear
YOUR story. Let’s make our voices heard and demand a seat at the corporate table.
 
The Original Boxy Girl, 
Hannah Serimian


